
 (1-5)  (6-8) (9-10) Score

  No opening, appeared to be  
unprepared to present

Brief opening and prepared  
to present

Strong opening and prepared  
to present

Inappropriate attire Acceptable attire Professional attire

Presented topic ineffectively,   
no relevance present,

poor language and posture 
throughout presentation

Presented topic in an  effective 
nature describing its relevance 

using good language and posture 
throughout presentation

Effectively presented topic and 
its relevance with confidence and 
clarity using excellent language 

and posture throughout presentation

Did not meet time  
requirements,  

less than 5 minutes

Met minimum time  
requirements,
5-7 minutes

Adequately met time requirements 
while interacting with judges

7-10 minutes

Does not construct new ideas/ 
create an unique product

Attempts to construct new ideas/ 
create a unique product

Constructs powerful new ideas/ 
creates a unique product with real 

world application

Unorganized,
not prepared for

presenting a project

Displayed organization   
and presented project in  

an organized manner

Confidently and clearly presented 
project in a thoroughly prepared 

and organized fashion

Shows limited understanding  
of the concepts related to the 
research topic and product

Shows some understanding  
of the concepts related to the 
research topic and product

Shows thorough understanding  
of the concepts related to the 
research topic and product

No evidence of technology 
used during presentation

Displayed some use of  
technology during presentation

Clearly displayed strong use of 
technology during presentation

No conclusion to the 
presentation and did not 

engage the audience/judge 
seeking feedback

Brief conclusion to  
presentation and engaged the  

audience/judge seeking feedback

Effectively concluded  
presentation and engaged the  

audience/judge seeking feedback

Significant difficulty fielding 
questions due to a lack  

of knowledge and  
understanding of the topic

Moderate difficulty fielding  
questions due to their knowledge 

and understanding of the topic

Fielded questions with ease  
due to their knowledge and  
understanding of the topic

Attire

UnderStAnding 
of conceptS

technology/
MUltiMediA

reSponSe to 
qUeStionS   
And feedbAck 

opening

cloSing

orgAnizAtion

creAtivity/
innovAtion

tiMing

min.

effectiveneSS 
of preSentAtion

coMMentS

totAl

Senior proJect preSentAtion rUbric
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